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Humans ☯ Machines: New Relationships
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Microsoft Holo Tours (Hololens)

Cool, but let’s remember: Technology is not what we seek but how we seek



YU Virtual EPFL Lausanne

Cool, but let’s remember: Technology is not what we seek but how we seek



Humanity will change more in the next 20 years than the previous 300 years 



… yet the things that make humans happy remain the same



Hyper-connectivity changes everything: opportunities and challenges



Expect increasing fragmentation



Speaking to machines ‘like a friend’. ETA: next 2 years



We’re at the  
pivot point  
of exponential 
change
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The future is no longer just an extension of the present 



‘Business as usual’ is dead, or dying: the end of ‘good enough’



The transformation imperative: tourism is next!



 How will you put Ireland on this new digital map, around the globe?



 How will you put Ireland on this new digital map, around the globe?



The future is not a time-frame, it’s a mindset3



A connected, hyper-collaborative, future-ready mindset, focused on human experiences

Imagine

Observe

Transform

Understand



Sustainable ecosystems are the inevitable future: people, planet, profit4



          Digital transformation means a lot more than ‘digitization’: Welcome to the Megashifts!5











             Data is the new Oil… and Artificial Intelligence is the new electricity6



Artificial Intelligence: “Computer systems able to perform tasks that 
normally require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech 

recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages”





Social intelligence (human) 
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Kinaesthetic intelligence (human) 

Intellectual intelligence (human)

Artificial intelligence (machines)
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First we electrified, then we digitised, now we cognify  
(riffing off Kevin Kelly) 

Make everything as smart as possible - but never put efficiency over humanity



Smart ☯ Human Tourism Ireland?



Not smart:)



When investing in technology, focus on magic, lose the manic, ban the toxic!
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Strive to provide experiences, transform your customers 7







Smart 
Fluid 
Open 

Seamless 
Scaleable 
Real-Time 

Indispensable 

Experiences
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Happiness is not a program, relationships aren’t code, people aren’t machines



Disconnect to re-connect | Be in the moment - come to Ireland! 8
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In a world of  
total connectivity 

and intelligent 
machines, 

human-to-human 
interaction  

is more valuable  
than ever before 



The end of routines will not mean the end of human work*9



Anything that can be digitized, automated or virtualized, will be…



But anything that cannot be digitized or automated will become much more valuable   



As machines become intelligent and take over most routines,  
human-only attributes will become invaluable







Don’t just use technology to be more efficient: use it to do entirely new things!
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As the world goes digital,  
it will be your humanity  
and your purpose that 
differentiates you, and  
wins with customers 



1) Balance technology and humanity - both are equally important 
2) Expect and embrace exponential change: linear thinking will be 

detrimental. The future is no longer an extension of the present! 
3) Develop your future-mindset: observe, understand, imagine, change! 
4) ‘Sustainable everything’ is the future - take a leadership role, now! 
5) Immerse in the Megashifts, discover your future beyond digitization 
6) Make things smart, everywhere - but keep them human, too! 
7) Provide experiences, not just services - transform your customers 
8) Offline is the new luxury (yes, this is a huge opportunity for Ireland) 
9) The end of routine is nearing: get ready to move up the foodchain  



Embrace technology  
but don’t become it!



Thanks for your time!


